THE ART OF VALVE REPAIR
At Marsh Rail Car Services, we believe
that our customers don’t buy our valve
repair services. They want us to
help keep their tank cars operational.
Customers want what’s in the tank cars
delivered safely and reliably. When
you do business with Marsh you are
PROMISED a repaired valve, but you are
GUARANTEED just that outcome.

All tested and certified repaired valves, are
“not created equal”. With up to 68 points
of inspection and testing, Marsh exceeds
industry standards for that of even new
valves. This quality inspection process
allows Marsh the confidence to offer a 2
year workmanship warranty and ensures
our customers with safe and reliable valve
performance throughout its service interval.

With a more challenging regulatory
environment upon us, Marsh is developing
processes designed to deliver complete
traceability. These processes will ensure
we meet or exceed regulatory requirements
by tracking all replacement components
throughout our entire valve repair effort.

The challenges associated with our client’s maintenance compliance “bubble” magnifies the importance of valve
turnaround. Marsh differentiates ourselves by offering programs designed to deliver the highest level of valve
repair quality with a guaranteed turnaround time. Think of us not as just a valve repair organization, but a highlyskilled, trained, efficient, and cost-effective “manpower solution”. A resource committed to your maintenance
regime objectives, at a time of workload peaks and spikes. Save the costs associated with hiring, training, parts
inventories, quality assurance, and increasing administrative compliance.
Our 40+ years of experience affords our technicians the ability to analyze a particular valve component
and apply the knowledge as to what is required to ensure safe and reliable operation of the valve. We
recondition to like-new standards, replace only the necessary components, saving you time and money
while ensuring safe and reliable valve operation through its next service interval. Companies like GATX,
American Railcar Leasing (ARL), and Occidental Chemical Corporation are among our long-time clients.
They realize why at Marsh Rail Car Services, Inc. we consider tank car valve repair an “art form”.
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